
	

	

 
 

RALE 
DEBUT SINGLE - ‘SPRINKLE WITH RUST’ AVAILABLE TO STREAM & DOWNLOAD - 9th December 2016 
SEE THEM LIVE - PICTURE HOUSE SOCIAL, SHEFFIELD - 8th December 2016 
 
Sheffield’s new post punk revivalists, RALE, release their debut single, ‘Sprinkle With Rust’, on Friday 9th December. 
Produced with the help of Dean Honer (The Moonlandingz), the song has already proved to be a BBC Introducing 
Sheffield favourite and has been featured on Tom Robinson’s 6 Music Introducing mixtape. Accompanying the 
single is a stylish, 80s-infused montage of faces directed by Stink Studio’s Jon Lawton, which completes this package. 
 
RALE - Sprinkle With Rust Official Music Video: https://youtu.be/CR3AICLf2oA 
 
Tom O'Hara (vocals) and Dino Sofos (guitar) had been in a band together drawing inspiration from their love for The 
Chameleons, Comsat Angels, The Teardrop Explodes and Echo & The Bunnymen, while Sena Verdi 
(Guitar/Keys/Synth) was an established electronic music producer, who had collaborated with acts like Aqualung, BT, 
and Paul Oakenfold.  
 
The three met, practiced, gigged, demoed and two years later, retreated to a friend's recording studio in a disused 
warehouse in Sheffield to record a collection of infectiously catchy and powerful pop songs. The band teamed up with 
Sheffield's legendary analogue synth doctor, Dean Honer (the brains behind such influential electronic music projects 
as I Monster, All Seeing I and more recently, The Moonlandingz) and emerged with a huge sound that is instantly 
recognisable as RALE.  
 
Whilst nodding to the Steel City's electronic pioneers of the past, the band unify Rock, New Romantic Pop and a sense 
of modern-day unease. They set farcical, melodramatic lyrics to a soundtrack of stadium drum beats, fierce guitar 
hooks and potent vocal melodies. RALE aren't ones to wallow over such mundane matters as why your significant 
other left you... again.  
 
After winning over audiences with their infectious songs and Tom’s absurdly brilliant dancing, RALE are on a mission to 
become one of Britain's most important bands. They return to Sheffield to support Living Body at Picture House 
Social on 8th December.  
 
soundcloud.com/ralemusic  
facebook.com/raleband 
twitter.com/raleband  
Management: management@nowaynorthmusic.com 
 
Press enquires: fiona@nowaynorthmusic.com 
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